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Eyewear 

WILEY X RAIL ATTACHMENT
CLIP+BAR FOR HELMET

Code: WY-RACBT

Brand: Wiley X

The Wiley X Rail Attachment System (RAS) is made as a result of battlefield
experience. The Wiley X RAS is designed to a professional and reliable compatible fit
with the Accessory Rail Connectors (ARC) mounted on your tactical helmet. The RAS
provide an alternative to the traditional goggle strap and is easy to mount on your
Wiley X goggle frame through the included RAS buckle.

This double set in tan consists of a pair of RAS clips and a pair of RAS barclips.

The RAS gives you a secure and easy handling when using goggles with an
adjustable strap together with your helmet. You can rely on your goggle strap being
in place at all time with our any risk of gliding of the helmet in a fast-moving
environment.

Mounted to the sides of the helmet, the unique, streamlined design of the Accessory
Rail Connectors allow for the quick, easy and secure handling of helmet borne
goggles. The RAS clip has an easy click on system to attach directly to a helmet. The
RAS is easily installed in place of the regular strap.

Designed to emergency release accessories at 8ft-lbs (11 Newton meters) of torque
to prevent neck injuries. When seconds count, you will benefit from the
advancements offered by the RAS together with your Wiley X goggle: Easy handling,
practical use, multiple secure stowage options.

Wiley X Rail Adaptor Set contains the RAS clips and shoes system set. The Wiley X
RAS set is designed to fit the ARC rail system. The RAS clip and shoes set contains
both quick clips and the shoes-rail adapters to give the user the option to choose
which system best suits the task or mission given. The fact that the Wiley X RAS kit
contains both adapter sets also allows the user to combine multiple systems on the
helmet by choice due to the flexibility to ensure the best performance and



requirements for the tasks.

Compatible with the ARC rail system.
Clips with quick release system can be mounted to upper center clips position.
Shoes rail adapter system can be mounted to upper or lower dovetails, to
provide flexibility for the user.
Quick release and attachment to the rail system.
Durable construction.
Available in tan and black.

Weight: 20 grams 

Weight (Kg): 0.02
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